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Gustaf Sobin’s (1935-2005) poetry is rooted in verticality: a dynamic of becoming, utterance 
streams down the page from “the // poem’s / high scaffolds,” tracing a luminous ontological 
trail toward creation.1 The poems begin past beginning, are encountered, made legible in the 
midst of their cascade, or initiated at points along a map of continuous speech. A reader might 
open to any of the 700 pages in the Collected Poems and find herself in the “chambered spaces” 
of what happened, what is happening, what will go on happening: “(what language / had      
seized, set / echoing.”2 She might find herself adrift in ellipsis, opened to the barest insinuation 
of preceding elements, when what is finally uttered is precedent, too, to what follows. For 
Sobin, poetry’s very origins are “verbs, adverbs, verbal derivatives: the instruments of process.”3 
The poet explains that he wraps his nouns “as much as possible, in the flow, current, the 
irresistible rush of the verbs themselves.”4 If not vertical in its fall, or “depth-    ascendent…” in 
its movement, the poem is horizontally expansive, unfolding on a lateral plane to trace the very 
same transcript of continuous becoming: “where only language, finally, the voice-wrapt-in-its-
ray, might intercede.”5  

In the realm of Sobin’s essays, too, the trilogy of books on archaeological vestige, “a vertical 
reading might indeed be possible,” for the artifacts surface “fresh as dreams and remote as those 
founding societies, out of all that compounded subsoil.”6 Beginning with remnant, be it glass 
shard, votive mirror, arrowhead or toponym, Sobin traces what he calls the exemplary moment 
to its source, asking questions of the artifact’s former hidden life, finally insisting on the presence 
or immanence of origins. The exemplary remainder is wrapt-in-its-time, the earth itself 
instigating the event, pushing the artifact-as-word to the surface—for the palpable is always, for 
Sobin, a form of speech, and if obscure at least potentially legible: “They—the artifacts—came 
to substantiate the words. No ideas but in arrowheads!”7 Where past and present meet, 
inception, apprehension, elaboration follow, and the direction of the cognitive flow is above all 
vertical: “The lateral plane of our perceptions, in all its magnitude, keeps us from a deeper, more 
arcane set of cognitions below.”8 Exemplary moments emerge as if from the realm of the 
unconscious, from layer upon layer of time, as legible articulations. The artifacts descend fresh as 
dreams from a world of antecedents and make themselves known to the living for whom the 
linguistic or symbolic meaning of the present has seemingly lost resonance. Being as we are 
“adrift in a world of semiotic vacuity, lost to ourselves in the midst of so much electronic 
overload,” the poet means, with each luminous inscription, “to reestablish contact with that 
verticality: to feel ourselves rooted, not merely to the past in general but to our own specific 
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moment within the past’s tiered continuum. There is a need, in short, to situate ourselves in 
regard to our own evolving.”9  

Sobin opens Luminous Debris: Reflecting on Vestige in Provence and Languedoc with the 
Neolithic stone axe head that roots a “thick sheath of rattling white pages” to his desk.10 The 
poet is seated in his minimally furnished cabanon, his writing hut not far from the abandoned 
cocoonery he converted into a home upon his move from the United States to southern France 
in 1963.11 Reflecting in his bare, chrysalis-like room where metamorphosis accumulates, 
significance is not given to the content of the pages, “little more than so many day-by-day bits of 
scribble, fragment, outline: the disposable draft that authors inevitably accumulate.” Rather, it 
is the artifact, the “materialized memory” of the distant past that lends weight to the poet’s 
effort.12 The artifact is an early word: “In the beginning was the eolith. (…) Eo for dawn, lith for 
stone.”13 My own paperweight for these pages will likewise be an inscription passed down 
through the oral tradition as an artifact lovingly preserved: its durability, its legibility, however 
obscure, “com[ing] to anchor all one’s own, provisional, notation.”14 An early word echoes 
along the corridor of time, encoding original gesture alongside later exegesis. An early 
inscription “will assert itself at a depth, a dimension, entirely its own.”15 

In a panel celebrating the life and work of Sobin, “Words Through,” held in 2010 at the 
University of Arizona Poetry Center, the author’s friend and publisher, Jeffrey Miller, shared 
the following piece of luminous debris: 

 What Gustaf started talking to me about was something that he had recently   
 rediscovered in his own life, and that was his own Judaism. He said he   
 started  reading Gershom Scholem, the great German-Israeli scholar of   
 Kabbalah. And what he learned, amongst many things, was that there was a   
 village not 40 kilometers from  Les Maquignons in Goult, where medieval   
 rabbis had been extraordinarily important in elaborating the Kabbalah. (…)   
 Then what Gustaf said to me, which I found electrifying, he said, “Jeffrey, after  
 reading Gershom Scholem, what I realized was that all my life these rabbis in this village  
 were fiddling the planetary dials directing my life.”16 

In Sobin’s own language pertaining to vestige, one is “struck by the enormity of so much scant 
evidence.”17 Until my encounter with the marginal anecdote above, set within the context of a 
forum in honor of a marginal poet, I had not known of Sobin’s Judaism, not to mention his 
engagement with Jewish esotericism. Such scant evidence, though, as the poet himself holds, 
ushers in an enormity of postulates. In the words of Gershom Scholem pertaining to how 
kabbalists read the Torah: “The most inconspicuous phrases or verses are precisely the ones into 
which at times the greatest importance is read.”18 For the reader (or kabbalist) the merest of 
words, the barest of ellipses hold unknowable secrets for the very reason that scant debris is 
luminous and “our breath alone translative.”19 

Sobin describes the poem as a “ritual (…) of elaboration.” Like the writer, the reader is driven to 
“trace a potential line of expansion from, say, a set of circumstances to—or rather towards, the 
fulfillment of what, at the outset, was merely dormant, incipient, undeclared.”20 Even 
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embedded within the poet’s prose the ritual of elaboration is inscribed with a preponderance of 
commas in a single sentence: stages or degrees “in that massive unraveling” toward fulfillment.21 
Like the writer, the reader elaborates the ritual further. Sobin has described his entire body of 
work “as a transcript of sorts, celebrating margins.”22 It follows that we celebrate our reading of 
the poet’s extensive marginalia with kavvanah—intention or devotion in the performance of 
ritual and prayer, what Scholem has called the living prayer of encounter, that which the 
medieval kabbalists and their descendants certainly practiced—that with intention and 
devotion we illuminate the mystical margins potentially at work in Sobin’s transcript; that we 
situate ourselves in regard to an ever evolving sphere of influence. When Sobin moves from “the 
meticulously observed detail (…) to the deepest reaches of the imaginary” (as he says he learned 
from the poet René Char who brought him in the first place to the region of Provence), he 
moves from his kabbalistic reading to “an irreversible human affirmation”: that the medieval 
kabbalists were always already fiddling the planetary dials directing his life, a vision that 
occurred to him upon reading the meticulous observations of the founding historian of Jewish 
mysticism.23 

The literal meaning of the term “Kabbalah” is “tradition,” or “that which is received.” The 
single, singular term that refers to a diverse array of esoteric teachings from the medieval period 
to the present day is an etymological record of the continuous flow of reception from teacher to 
disciple through the ages. (The Jewish mystical stream in its entirety dates back to Talmudic 
times, the writings from this period commonly referred to as the Hekhalot and Merkabah 
literature, consisting of visions of ascent to the heavenly palaces and chariot based largely on 
Ezekiel’s vision.) We might consider the artifact illuminating Sobin’s reception of the esoteric 
tradition as one point along this same line of continuous disclosure—for Sobin, the poem 
always “moves in the direction of its own particular dis-closure.”24 If a master of Kabbalah did 
not set down his teachings in writing, his disciples would eventually inscribe them, translating 
the transmutability of the oral to the transmutability of the physically readable text. Isaac Luria 
of sixteenth-century Safed, whose ideas transformed the mystical dimension of Judaism from 
elite into popular doctrine in reaction to the Spanish exile, was one such master whose disciples 
ensured the dissemination of his vision: the creation myths tsimtsum (God’s withdrawal), 
shevirah (the shattering of the vessels), and tikkun (repair).25  A disciple even transcribed Luria’s 
response when asked why he would not preserve the cosmic teachings in a book: 

 It is impossible, because all things are interrelated. I can hardly open my   
 mouth to speak without feeling as though the sea burst its dams and    
 overflowed. How then shall I express what my soul has received? How   
 can I set it down in a book?26 

Luria, with the help of disciples, or disciples with the help of Luria, recorded the inability to 
record, expressed the inexpressibility of interrelated influence, setting down the impossible 
notion within the confines or dams of the oral and written traditions by overflowing them with 
image, metaphor, above all symbol. For Luria, the impossible book is the sea, interrelation in all 
its inscrutability nevertheless, in the language of Sobin,  
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“wanting a      name to live in.”27 Mystics are familiar with the paradox, caught as they are in the 
tension between form and formlessness, between mystical experience surpassing language and 
the desire to convey the sea along the continuous flow of reception in the tradition of 
Kabbalah.28 The influence on Sobin of Jewish esotericism might have been unknown to us if his 
friend and publisher had not set down the extraordinary vision: “…but then perhaps what he 
said to me was simply some personal verbal shorthand for the purposes of the immediate 
conversation.” In the midst of so much formless evidence, the curious image of rabbinic 
influence emerged as an exemplary moment in the sea of interrelated memory: “I cannot 
recollect any other conversation, or correspondence, in the years I knew him, in which the 
subject of religion or religious mysticism came up.”29  

Echoing Luria in terms of interrelation and questions pertaining to linguistic origin, Sobin 
relates in an interview:   

 …it’s difficult, you know, for a poet to draw up a kind of literary    
 geography, tracing those—those voices—whose work influenced his.   
 There are so many forces at play, not only in literature and the arts, but in   
 whole areas of interrelated studies that any geography today, I fear, is    
 likely to be reductive. There’s such a wealth, don’t you find, of cross-   
 cultural, cross-disciplinary influences at work that we might be the last,   
 the very last to know where—linguistically speaking—our own word,   
 today, originated.30  

In the midst of meticulous research, Scholem, too, will simply wonder at the interrelated aspects 
of provenance. In regard to threads of influence from regions outside of France that would have 
come to mingle with the theosophical speculations of the Provençal kabbalists, he writes: “And 
who can say which ideas or bits of ideas, what kind of notebooks or fragments, were conveyed 
along these paths and channels, carrying with them the vestiges of old literary materials?”31 But 
in answer to our being the very last to know where, Sobin would have us know the “palpable 
‘somewhere’ out of which the poem can spring, if it springs at all.”32 The poet would have us 
look to the very earth for the vestiges of those voices whose work influenced his. The earth, 
“richly receptive,” master and disciple in one, may be relied upon to encode them.33 
Calligraphers of an arcane set of cognitions leave traces of impossible notions in the earthbound 
book: “in these oblique / passages – the coded amphibians’ – be / secreted.”34  

For the kabbalists the world itself is woven of letters. An early midrash, or biblical exegesis, 
states that God looked into the primordial Torah and created the world. The occult form of the 
sacred text, black fire written on white fire, is immediately translatable to the earthly ink and 
parchment, the sacred center of Jewish life. Pre-existent letters as instruments of process are thus 
secreted in the earth—the Torah itself, in both palpable and visionary forms, interpreted as a 
living organism woven of the divine Name.35 Does the poet work with similar terms when he 
locates his source text in Provence? “Here, I learnt how to read a landscape as one might read a 
text, a textus, a woven fabric. (…) a landscape so lyrical. So immanently textual.”36 Linguistically 
speaking, the earth is where our own word, today, originated; the earth is preservation of 
esoteric tradition in an unbroken chain of reception. The Torah, the continuous transcript of 
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becoming, is the site of a poetics: “‘No ideas,’ I’d paraphrase, ‘but in cherry pips. Acorns. In 
those germinal images out of which the whole living organism of the poem, indeed, can 
develop.’”37 For the kabbalists, too, the words of the Torah are likened to nuts, from literal shell 
to mysterious kernel.38  

What Sobin had encountered through textual study—perhaps not unlike his encounters with 
artifacts “in a neighboring orchard”39—was his own geographical proximity to exemplary 
moments of kabbalistic activity in southern France, where “as an historical phenomenon in 
medieval Judaism, the Kabbalah was born.”40 It is with George Oppen’s sense in “Psalm” that 
Sobin encounters the rabbis in his midst: 

 That they are there!  

 (…) 

                                The roots of it 

 Dangle from their mouths 

 Scattering earth in the strange woods. 

 They who are there.41   

As Sobin converted an abandoned cocoonery into his own dwelling, he transformed the rabbis’ 
luminous absence into an inhabitable negative architecture, a vision of planetary influence 
directing his life: “We’ve wandered into a space that we can only read—and in reading, 
interpret—by attending to the eloquence of its voids.”42 That the poet and kabbalists of the 
same region existed roughly 800 years apart would have been immaterial to one for whom the 
past and present continuously, imperatively convene: “We need to feel (…) that we, the living, 
are continuously accompanied by the presence, no matter how remote, of predecessors. That 
we’re not, finally, alone.”43 Continuous accompaniment for Sobin would mean the contraction 
of time on the same stretch of earth to make room for the deepest reaches of the imaginary—an 
act of tsimtsum, perhaps, God’s withdrawal of Himself to make room for Creation—
culminating in a vision of theurgic activity where learned circles enact tikkun, influence divine 
life, direct an individual’s wandering in the fields of Provence. Scholem, in discussing his own 
project of bringing esoteric materials to light, uncannily evokes an image of Sobin adrift in his 
field-text: “What remained resembled an overgrown field of ruins, where only very occasionally 
a learned traveler was surprised or shocked by some bizarre image of the sacred, repellant to 
rational thought.”44 Bringing his own arcane set of cognitions to light, the poet spills what he 
hears down the center of the page in “Hold Flowing Polyphonous”: “The last men mumbling 
under the earliest trees.” … “The Was and Would Be are linked: are exhilirant.” … “The field, 
the dawn’s, tilts toward me; its cold planets spill.” … “Our transit is lexical.” … “To dwell in a 
space chiseled with whispers.” … “Everything finally converges, is confluence, but only at the 
peripheral.” … “Time, the black breeze, punctured the air.” … “Saw the souls as dark, gracefully 
spinning relics.”45 
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Fig. 1. Lawrence Fine 

 

The rabbis fiddling the planetary dials would have been grandfather, father, and son, Abraham 
ben Isaac of Narbonne (c. 1110-1179), Abraham ben David of Posquiéres (1125-1198), and 
Isaac the Blind (1160-1235). Most notably, the ideas of the latter would later crystallize 
alongside those of Spanish kabbalists to ultimately form the Zohar, the canonical mystical text 
composed by Moses de León in thirteenth-century Spain, a work that would rank for centuries 
alongside the Torah and Talmud.46 Joseph Dan, disciple to Scholem, summarizes the exemplary 
moment of Isaac’s thought in proximity to Sobin: 

 In Provence first, and then Gerona, the most important ideas of the    
 kabbalah were formulated, its systems of symbols received shape, and its   
 struggle to serve the religious needs of the Jewish people in the Middle   
 Ages began. From these two centers came the messages that the kabbalah   
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 had for the Jewish intellectuals of that time, and for the whole people in   
 centuries to come.47  

In Provence first, in his commentary on the ancient anonymous treatise the Sefer Yetzirah, the 
Book of Creation, Isaac developed a particular symbolic language describing the continuous 
unfolding of the divine toward creation: the ten sefirot, attributes, names, or spheres of light as 
they descend and make themselves known from the entirely unknowable, hidden root of the 
Godhead: “light itself, through that ribboned rococo decor, as if channeled”:  

 that, by saying, 

 ex- 

 tends, protracts in flat, 

 conjugated segments the very areas it 

  

 evokes.    rolls 

 number; edges, with its own 

 

 fires, the 

 still- 

 unconstellated dark.48  

Influenced by notions found in the Sefer Yetzirah, another anonymous mystical text the Sefer 
Ha-Bahir, and by Gnostic and Neoplatonic realms of thought, Isaac included a new term in his 
writings: Ein Sof, literally “No End,” to refer to “a domain of the divine that is above all 
reflective contemplation, indeed above the divine Thought itself, a domain called by Isaac ‘the 
cause of Thought.’”49 It was the obscure distinction between the divine Thought and the cause 
of Thought, between what Isaac indicated as the first sefirah, Keter or Crown/Ayin or 
Nothingness and the realm of Ein Sof or the Unknowable, that lay at the heart of the mystic’s 
elaborations on that which human thought cannot attain. The kabbalists in their meditative 
prayers, in their cleaving to God, could not ascend the ladder of the Tree of Life beyond the 
highest primordial point, the sefirah of Nothingness, from which all of the lower sefirot descend 
toward creation, ultimately culminating in the Shekhinah or God’s Presence in the world.50 In 
the words of Dan, “A mystic may strive to uplift his soul to the divine hierarchy from one stage 
to another, but he can never form any mystical contact with the en sof, which cannot be touched 
by anything out of Himself.”51 Nothing can ever be said of the concept of Ein Sof beyond its 
convenient term of negation. In Sobin’s own terms: “the divine, you knew, was never more than 
the nominal substitute for those wordless expanses.”52 The medieval mystics developed a system 
of symbols to express the inexpressible “whose face is, as it were, turned inward and away from 
us. A hidden and inexpressible reality finds its expression in the symbol.”53 In such language, 
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Isaac conceived of the sefirot as divine utterances continuously unfolding from the first stirrings 
of primordial Thought in articulation of the very areas it evokes.54 If God’s source text is Torah, 
according to continuous commentary, then the world in-deed is clothed in letters. 

Sobin’s symbols are expressions of knowable reality, unlike mystical symbols turned inward and 
away: “I don’t think I’ve ever consciously used a symbol without endowing that symbol with 
material, palpable, perceptual qualities. Without, that is, investing the symbol with a certain 
non-symbolic autonomy. Giving it, one might say, a literal life of its own.”55 On second 
thought, perhaps Sobin’s description is entirely mystical, since the secret life of the divine is, 
linguistically speaking, revealed in the physical world, written in material, palpable, and 
perceptual terms. For the mystic, the symbol is “the maximum linguistic approximation” for 
that which we cannot ever know.56 The paradox involving form together with formlessness, the 
marriage of supposed opposites would seem essential. Scholem reminds us that though the 
world of Ein Sof and the world of the sefirot may appear as dual aspects of God, 

 The two in reality form one, in the same way—to use the Zohar’s simile—  
 as the coal and the flame; that is to say, the coal exists also without a    
 flame, but its latent power manifests itself only in its light. God’s mystical   
 attributes are such worlds of light in which the dark nature of En-Sof    
 manifests itself.57  

Sobin “include[d] a term of omission” in his very first poem: a word dwelling between the 
palpable and the impalpable, the solid and the transparent, the revealed and the concealed, the 
immanent and the transcendent: “The word alone, at that time, possessed for me an essential 
ambivalence. It shimmered, it seemed, between the was and the wasn’t.”58 Crystal, the germinal 
word preceding the whole of Sobin’s transcript, the shimmering ellipsis ushering the entire 
source text into being, is a linguistic approximation at the very least, a bizarre image of the sacred 
stumbled upon in the fields of Provence, reality of the known and the unknown at once.  

Sobin diagrams his own Tree of Life in elaboration of his poetic process: 

 Writing a poem, for me, implies drawing—with each line—the hidden,   
 incipient meaning out of the line that preceded it. Letting the poem, that is,   
 grow out of the poem, the branches out of the boughs, the boughs out of   
 the roots, the roots out of that single, incipient cluster, that nexus, that   
 burst acorn.59  

May we read Sobin’s poetry, always enigmatically, organically moving in the direction of its own 
particular dis-closure, syllable to  

                syl- 

 lable, that  

 it 

                      happen)60  
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in terms of Jewish esoteric thought: as rooted in the hidden root, reestablishing contact with that 
verticality, gesturing beyond germinal ellipsis toward the absolute source of all utterance, that 
single, incipient cluster, the unknowable cause of Thought? May Isaac the Blind, also known as 
sagi nahor, “rich in light,” be counted among Sobin’s interrelated influences, one of the many 
forces at play, always already elaborating and practicing the Kabbalah in terms of the poet’s own 
sefirotic unfolding, in terms of the “heavily charged symbolic milieu” which speaks, 
approximately, of antecedents, founding societies, or an incipient set of circumstances?61 Might 
we begin with remnant, oral tradition, marginal anecdote, or singular vision, in accordance with 
the flaneur’s, the archaeologist’s, the poet’s own method? A seashell ear once fitted to a 
Neolithic woman’s skull once listened for Sobin’s own imaginative exegesis on what the 
artificial organ may have heard. So we attend “an entire library of questions” emanating from 
what Miller has conveyed, transmitted, in the age-old tradition of Kabbalah.62 What did Sobin 
imagine of kabbalistic influence; what did kabbalistic influence imagine of Sobin?  

For the poet and mystic, the poem or prayer is “a virtual act of reverence, offered up to its very 
own origins,” the roots of it dangling from the mouths of created beings with kavvanah.63 The 
mystic desires union with the divine unity before it emanated into the plurality of the world: 

 This unity is a situation of the past, and therefore the past has to be sought   
 and understood, and a way to return to it has to be found. For these    
 kabbalists the sod ma’aseh bereshit [the secret of creation] was a divine    
 ladder, leading down from the early unity within the Godhead to the    
 plurality of the created world. (…) The mystic tries to advance—an    
 advance which is a retreat toward the past.64  

For Sobin, the depth-ascendant effort is continuously becoming. The secret of creation, the 
poem’s origin, is encountered, made legible in the midst of its cascade. The present is always 
already a retreat toward the past. The rabbis are remembered when their fiddling is underway. 
The immaterial is latent in the material. The coal is bound to the flame. The poet’s fires are 
situated in regard to an ever evolving, still unconstellated dark. The Torah is in actuality, in 
memory, the not-yet-unfolded Torah, the “skeins of the prophetic, yet // un- / scrolled.”65 The 
source is “apprehended, at least, if not named. Approached, let’s say. Intuited. Even, in the 
archaic sense, divined.”66 Sobin, master and disciple in one, begins by looking into the Torah of 
earth, the earth of Torah, in a gesture of theurgy, of unknowable influence. He begins by filling 
his writing hut with irises, and then he “sip[s] at those     open / emanations” and writes “the 
lines      driven, quilled, / into the drawn lips      of the invisible.”67      
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